DMPonline recent changes & future plans

An overview of the DCC's new service model, how to contribute to the user group and the development roadmap
The following points will be covered:

- Communication
- New deployments
- User groups
- AOB
Improving communication
DMPonline -> institutions & institutions -> DMPonline users

- efficient
- quick
What works for your institution?

Printed material/power point presentations
- institution able to add their own branding

Social media
Monthly Newsletter
Monthly gotomeeting
Social media

Twitter
- all info
- announcing workshops
- new features
- bugs....

LinkedIn (?)
- links to blogs/youtube videos
- announcing conferences

YouTube
- using DMPonline for researchers
- features/functionalities for users

Facebook (?)
- more engaging content
- more informal/friendly content also for researchers

Communication
Making the communication smoother

Monthly

gotomeeting

- once a month 60 minutes call
- we can discuss any bugs/comments/questions
- community exchange knowledge
- joined with Sam (software developer) & Sarah
- we can have proposed topics and feature some topic each month
New DMPonline deployments

You can see what are our developers currently working on github:

https://github.com/DMPRoadmap/roadmap/projects/5
Monthly updates/news for DMPonline administrators

Proposed content:
1. software developers updates/news
2. important days (announcing user groups, workshops and gotomeetings...)
3. video - featuring always some DMPonline function
4. any other general announcements about DMPonline
5. User case story
6. Funders updates
More regular updates about anything that will go live
- these will be sent out more often e.g. every two weeks (anytime when we will push something to go live)
New DMPonline deployments

- User Groups for our users in Netherlands & Manchester
- Triggering questions (e.g. if human participants are involved - speak to GDPR team.. etc)
- Machine actionable DMPs (DOI, capacity planning - knowing how much data there will be - being able to plan the costing etc.)
- Usage statistics - more info about e.g. how many plans each user created / how many questions did the user answer in the plan
- Versioning - different statuses for plans e.g. draft/active/submitted
User groups

- we are inviting our subscribed DMPonline institutions for user groups
- feedback gathering
- new functions discussions
- understand how you need the DMPonline to work for you
- more regular
- we have a big community in Netherlands/Finland - knowledge exchange
Is there anything else you would like to suggest or something else that would work well for your institution?

Get in touch with me on

- e. magdalena.drafiova@ed.ac.uk
- t. @mdDCC1
- p. +44 (0)141 330 6749
- s.magdalena.drafiova
You are all part of our DMPonline community